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This article surveys the recent historical literature which attempts to explain the
origins of European integration up to and iT1cluding the Treaties of Rome which
created the Common Market and Euratom. it criticized the validity ofexplanations
associated with the driving force of ideas as well as those which ascribe a central
role to the interaction ofkey 'Europeans'. 0" the ather hand, it is sceptical of the
interpretation which explains European integration through the resolution of
conjlKting national interests. It suggests tha: the t1.ppaullt conflict between men
find ideas, on the one hand, and the 'real world' on the other toroid be resolved by
placIne the so-called 'key actors' in a prvprr decision-making context within Their
national governmental regimes and fly replacing the idea ofan objectively deter
mined reality by the concept of 'perceived re(1I,Iy'.

Nation-State and Community :
A European Paradox?

Alan S. MILWARD

Most paliti.::al and economic theory explains the evolution of the European
Community since 1945 as the predictable diminution ofthe organisational capacity
ofthe nation-state, leading to its supersession by 'luger units oforganisation. Early
historical research intt> the r..'Cirdvpment ofEuropean il1tegration tended ro support
this theoretical position. Because the- pV'l4'US of tht> nation-state over the ind;y;rJual
appear to have grown in western Europe after 1945 and because the ambitions of
the state have certainly been greater than in the pre-war period, this has presented
a paradox of interpretation which could not easily be resolved. With the opening
of national government archives to historical research its resolution now seems
possible. Recent historical work interprets the development of the European
Community as an aspect of the reassertion of the nation-state as the basic
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organising principle of European political life. Supranational institutions and
common policies have been developed to enable the nation-state to achieve its new
ambitions. The questions remaining to be answered are whether thesepolicies were,
and are, indispensable.

The EEC, the Member States and Culture,
1957-1987

Anne-Sophie PERRIAUX

Culture was not mentioned by the Treaty(1957), neither by the Single Act (1987).
It did not mean that it was excluded, but it was an issue that was not treated
specifically.

Why did the idea of a 'cultural Europe' arise so late (mid-seventies)? Why
although it became a popular theme in the 1980's, is the so-called 'cultural sector'
still today less than 1% of the EC budget?

Before 1973, culture was held, with security and defence, as a field ofexclusive
State power. Since 1973, the economic crisis required new arguments to justify
European integration. For the States, the 'European cultural identity' (Copen
hague, 1973) was one ofthe easiest. On the other hand, the Commission ofthe EC
proposed in 1977 to develop a 'cultural sector' within the Common Market.

What method was used to build a coherence between European culture as a
glorious past and as a new market? First, by promoting the idea of 'cultural
exchanges' as a base of the cultural history of Europe. Second, by choosing
'cultural cooperation' (obviously between States) rather than common action.

Theparadox is that cultural exchanges and cooperation whichfounded since the
mid-eighties the 'cultural Europe' legitimize State power on culture.. more, there is
no reason for these cultural exchanges to stop at the EC borders.

Interpreting in Juridical Sciences.
The Notion of a Narrative Coherence.

Patrick NERHOT

Acts of interpretation appear as the major access to the process of creation in
juridical knowledge. This article attempts to provide a model, criticizingfirst the
usual conception of the nature of legal speech acts. Hypotheses of coherence are
then taken as central in juridical reasoning. From this standpoint. coherence is
lastly analysed through hermeneutics. Narrative coherence. considered as the
structureofjuridical reasoning, can be seen as a phenomenon ofcreativeimitation.


